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Value and Enjoy Socio
Economic and Gender

INNO
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Mission

IST strives to develop
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and youth to champion

INTEGRITY

and learning through capacity building,

EQUALITY
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Message
from the
EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

I take the pleasure and honor to share with
you yet another quarterly newsletter, the 4th
edition crowning the year 2020. IST remains’
extremely grateful for your all round support
towards our work and we are therefore proud
to share with you our impressive work with
market women.
In this issue, One of our major achievements
for the year was holding the 4th Annual
National Market Women Entrepreneurs’
Symposium under the theme, “Market
women Beyond the stall: ‘Digitalizing
businesses for Increased Market Access”
Which provided a space for market women
and the relevant stakeholders, to deliberate
on issues affecting market women, network
and celebrate the strength of every woman.
This event also culminated into an award
ceremony to recognize the efforts of market
women who were champions in the Netball
tournament (a friendly match between
two markets- Bivamuntuuyo and Freedom
markets all in Kalerwe) which was one of the
series of build up activities to the National
symposium.

We also gladly share with you how IST as a
steering committee member of the Women
Situation Room Uganda 2020 has played
a central role in promoting Peace before,
during and after election during the 2021.
Through the various activities implemented,
relative peace within the three districts of
engagement was witnessed.
Our interventions have also led to the
development
of
standard
operating
procedures for markets on VAW/G
Management. Violence against Women and
Girls in markets is real despite the limited
understanding of VAW/G among market
leaders. Through the several engagements on
VAW there is a change in the perspective of
handling VAW/G issues.
In this issue you will also read about interesting
testimonies on how Integrating Adult Literacy
empowerment programme has impressively
improved Market Women’s ability to engage
and boost businesses and cooperative
groups. Through their enrollment in adult
literacy classes have now attained skills
in reading, writing, counting and can now
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calculate figures which all have been barriers
affecting their management and growth of
businesses. Market women confidence levels
also continue to grow as they now transit to
influence participate and influence decisions
at different levels.
To all our esteemed partners, stakeholders,
IST management and board, We do sincerely
appreciate your continued commitment to
support IST’s work in various ways, we have
always made because of you and these
stories are a testimony of your immense
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role in supporting our cause as together we
transform the gendered gaps in the informal
sector-largely market women being our
constituency.
We say thank you and look forward to your
continued collaboration at all levels.

Moureen Wagubi
Executive Director

PEACE IS IN OUR HANDS

W

e enabled the
participation and
recognition
of
the pivotal role
informal sector market women
and the grass root youth play in
ensuring peace before, during and
after the 2021 elections in Uganda
As a steering member on the
committee of the Women Situation
Room Uganda for the 2021, IST
played a central in supporting the
effective implementation of the
activities in the Women situation
room more specifically in the three
Districts of; Jinja, Iganga and
Bugiri among the other selected
districts.
IST was a team leader in the
assessment missions in the three
districts of one of the ground

breaking
activity
involving
consultations and introductory
engagements with different level
stakeholders intended to gain
a deeper understanding of the
political and election related
dynamics in order to determine
the planning of activities pre,
during and after elections. These
stakeholders involved the youth of
different categories, women both
in the informal and formal sectors,
local CBOs/ women and youth
groups, religious leaders, Local
authorities, districts authorities,
local media and the Electoral
commission officials in the
respective districts. The findings
which revealed the much needed
efforts to mobilize and proactively
engage local youth and informal
sector market women as key
players in ensuring election peace

processes greatly informed the
planning of the training and other
follow up activities.
A pull of IST Trainers were trained
by the Women Situation Room
(WSR) as TOTs, equipped with
skills, knowledge and successfully
mobilized and delivered trainings
to a total of 450 youth and Women
in the categories of peace advocates
and the WSR election observers
for 2021 who played a proactive
role in promoting peace and
effecting mechanisms to enhance
early response to incidences of
Violence in the districts Informal
sector women and youth were
targeted in this process because
Peace and stability are all central
to guaranteeing economic security
and business growth prospects
in the country and enhance a
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conducive
environment
for
business to thrive and increasing
access to markets.
Initiated by the Angie brooks
International Centre in 2011 in
Liberia and introduced in Uganda
in 2016, The Women’s Situation
Room (WSR) is a mechanism
that mobilizes women and
youth to promote peaceful and
democratic electoral processes.
The WSR also promotes the
enhanced participation of women
in peace building in line with the
United Nations Security Council
Resolution 1325. WSR work is
also embedded in the African
Union – GIMAC in 2012, where
it was endorsed in 2012 as a good
practice that had worked well in
2011 in Liberia. IST is proud to be
a strong member of this Platform
since its inception in 2016 elections
in Uganda.
Moureen Wagubi, the Executive
Director of Institute for Social
Transformation
extends
her
appreciation to Women’s Situation
Room and ANGIE BOOKs for
introducing such a powerful tool
that aims at ensuring peaceful
elections. “I urge women and youth
to become champions of change
by spreading peace within their
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different communities and corners.
Without a peaceful community, we
cannot progress. Promoting peace
is our responsibility.” She added
on
She also calls upon relevant
stakeholders
such
as
the
government to come up with
different strategies on how to
engage informal sector/grass root
women and youth in practices that
promote peace at all levels.
Ayubu denounces and commits to
ecome a peace ambassador! One of
the boda boda Cyclists during the
trainings testifies, “I feel changed
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and challenged, having been that
bad boy in one of the small groups
in town. Having been trained on
how to constructively promote
peace, I am now able to identify
a bad and good practice, influence
friends to become peace advocates
and lead my team effectively.” I do
not see myself get back into such
youth gangs and from now pledge
to be an ambassador for peace.” I
have come across a lot of women
led organizations that only focus on
women not men. Having found an
organization like this that focuses
on peace building and engaging
men is really a bonus to some of
us”. Peace Is In Our Hands!!!!!!

SPORTS FOR LIFE FOR WOMEN
IN MARKETS

E

xcitement, tension and a range of extreme
emotions took over at X Playground in
Kanyanya as Kalerwe Bivamuntuuyo
Sabula took on Kalerwe Freedom Market
in a friendly Netball match.
As friendly as it was, it was very competitive,
energizing and fun to watch the market women
free up and participate in Sports as a way of keeping
fit, healthy and sane amidst all the challenges they
have been facing through the unprecedented
times.
Kalerwe Freedom market won the game with a
whooping with 21 goals to 8. The leaders of the
teams have called upon IST to make this a National
Netball Tournament amongst markets in other
districts across the country. They can’t wait to take
them on!
To inspire market women, IST awarded both
teams with trophies and soccerballs which were
presented by Dr. Maxime Houinato the UN
Women Uganda Country Representative who
was the Chief Guest and Ms. Harriet Musoke the
Representative of the Board Chair from IST.

Left to Right: Ms Harriet Musoke, a board member at IST, Moureen Wagubi the
Executive Director and Dr. Maxime Houinato the UN Women Uganda Country
Representative handover a trophy to Kalerwe Freedom Market Women
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T

he Institute for Social
Transformation (IST)
organized and held yet
another amazing 4th
Annual National Market Women
Entrepreneurs Symposium. The
event Officiated by Dr Maxime
Houinato,
The
UN-Women
Country
representative
to
Uganda attracted over 178 multilevel stakeholders and partners
including
market
women
representatives from 11 districts in
the four regions of the country. The
event was aimed at enabling market
women, celebrate, dialogue, share
and also learn from each other
how to grow their business, linking
them with key development players
for access economic opportunities.
The participating market women
were drawn from districts of Arua,
Busia, Gulu, Iganga, Mbarara,
Fort Portal, Mbale, Soroti, Wakiso
Masaka,and Kampala.

proceeding activities characterized
by district level events of; pre
symposium dialogue for market
women with Gulu city officials,
radio talk shows, lobbying and
networking meetings with the
officials, Dramma and Sports
series for market women in the
markets of Gulu, Cerealeno, Lacor,
Nakawa, Kalerwe( Bivamuntuyo &
Freedom) and Ntinda . All these
were aimed at enabling market
women celebrate, show case their
abilities, engage and interact with
different level of stakeholders both
regionally and nationally. Market
Women exhibited how indeed
beyond their stalls are using
technology to do more business.
With a lot of excitement market
women from Nakawa showcased
how they have embraced the
Market Garden App, an online
sales system invented by IST with
support from UN Women that
allows them access customers
Held at the Uganda Manufacturers online.
Association (UMA) Grounds,
Lugogo, in Kampala City, under the In his address, Dr Maxime
theme: “Market Women Beyond Houinato,
the
UN-Women
their Stalls: Digitalizing businesses Country representative to Uganda,
for Increased Market Access”, this noted that development partners
years’ Symposium was held in style are ensuring that women have
with a series of preceding and money in their hands. “Most of the
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women are in the informal sector
which has low productivity and we
have to make sure that we invest in
them to achieve high productivity.
That is why it is important for them
to embrace the use of technology for
business”, He said.

“

Market
Women
Beyond
their Stalls:
Digitalizing
businesses
for Increased
Market
Access

”

Ms. Harriet Musoke, a Board member at IST
also notes, “Market women are the silver lining
to 2020. When the lockdown was instituted in
Uganda, market women were considered as
essential service because they provide food.”
IST wants to empower women through money
because when one is poor, they cannot make
decisions”, she encouraged the women to
continue using technology for business.

Gulu Main Market women presenting a skit on
violence in markets during symposium
present like NITA-Uganda to
consider extending Free Wi-Fi
to the markets as internet access
and affordability is still a very big
hindrance factor for women in
the informal sector to embrace
technology.
Kalerwe market women also show
cased the crafts items and shared
the current initiatives like shoe
making that has enabled them
diversify
into other profitable
business opportunities under their
cooperative group system. They
were opportune to present and
lobby their needs for economic
inclusion under government
programmes.
In addition the
symposium was also a lobby space
for market women to front for
the need to improve on hygiene
and sanitation facilities, child care
facilities and women’s safety both
in the market and in their homes.
Moureen Wagubi, the Executive
Director of Institute for Social
Transformation
calls
on
government to repeal the out dated
Markets Act 1942 Cap 94 to address

Emily Nakkazi representative from National
Information Technology Authority – Uganda
(NITA-U) mentions of existing opportunities
where government has provided access to free
WiFi in some markets of Kampala and also
informed of the government plan to expand
this opportunity to other markets for the
Vendors to freely access Internet services. This
was in response to a call by Joan Misanya from
Nakawa Market to government institutions

the long standing market issues in
management of markets in Uganda
which will give opportunity for
women to also participate in
leadership and improving other
market conditions. She applauded
Hon. Member of Parliament,
representing
workers’
Hon.
Margaret Rwabushaija the mover
of the Private Members’ bill for
her Championship of the markets
bill 2020) in which IST has also
pledged to steer the consultation
processes.
Finally at the Pre: Symposium
dialogue held in Gulu, market
women were also challenged and
inspired to envision big beyond
working to only meet welfare
needs but rather challenge the
status quo as Syliva Kyomuhendo,
the Program Officer tipped, “We
need to challenge the current status
quo where it has been believed that
women do not own houses, land or
any other property. I implore you to
continue to break the barriers that
are holding us back and disabling
them to compete fairly with our
male counterparts”.

It was fun and learning in style, the
Event was crowned with awards and
celebrations which ended in more
Dramma, music entertainment,
Dancing and networking!

BRAVO
IST
TEAM!!
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MARKET VENDORS EMBRACE ADULT

I

LITERACY & EMPOWERMENT

magine living in digital era
when you cannot read or
write? One has to rely on a
photographic memory or
interpret photos to make sense of
any communication. Have you ever
wondered how people survive in
the market if they don’t know how
to read and write or even count?
Markets are seen as the first point
of reference for Majority of people
employed in the informal sector
in Uganda who are also largely
women. This is because there
are no entry limitations in such
workplaces regarding amount of
capital or ones level of education.
Many of them get in to these places
through connections with friends
or family members who have ever
owned or currently run businesses.
However, this theory seems to be
phasing out due to the changing
work environment that has
created a knowledge gap especially
through the use of technology to
run business, banking systems
and operating mobile phones
for mobile money transactions,
which before were not so popular
a decade ago.
Working with markets in different
areas of Uganda, Institute for Social
Transformation largely faced
a challenge of majority market
women who could hardly register
their names on the attendance
forms during the trainings. Most of
the participants who were willing
to participate in these trainings
would always come along with a
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child to write names on their behalf.
This did not only affect IST’s work
to achieve the intended objectives
but also hindered market women’s
appliance of record keeping and
balancing books skills in to their
business. To address this, market
women needed an intervention
that would equip them with basic
skills of reading, writing and
counting.

words and sounds understood
by all market vendors. This has
improved the fundamentals of
counting, writing and reading
skills for many market women that
have shared their testimonies
Gwokyalya Amina a vendor from
Bivamuntuyo market and an
adult learner locally referred to
as “Omusizi” says, “I used not to
differentiate capital letters from
small letters while writing my name
and attaching sounds to different
letters. Understanding what to use,
where and when to use for example
writing people’s names and places
their first letter is always being a
capital letter, stood out for me. I
am now able to write proper words
and sentences without mixing small
letters with capital letters.”

The advent of Adult literacy classes
for market women attracted a
number of interested learners who
freely spare time for their classes
conducted on convenient time and
days due to their busy schedules
with their facilitators commonly
known as “Omukubiriza.” A 2 days’
class with 2 hours per day is done
in local language basically Luganda
which is one of the languages rich
in letters that can easily create Asiimwe Gloria in Kalerwe group
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also adds, “The counting lessons
have helped me in calculating my
business. I am able to record in my
book how much I used to buy the
stock, how much I expect to get after
selling and how much sales I make
in a day, how much profits, losses
and debts I have made”, Many of
the market women in these classes
testify to this learning..
Interestingly, the adult literacy
classes in the different markets
are being conducted by their
very own market vendors who
IST trained as adult literacy
facilitators to deliver the lessons.
The well integrated and packaged
training has models that allow
learners to go beyond the reading
and counting, to question and
challenges the situation within and

beyond their market communities
by digging deeper asking the why
and how to come up with practical
solutions by themselves. This same
space enables women to emerge as
confident individuals to articulate
and influence decisions affecting
them at any levels. The intervention
emerged with support from Korea
Hope Foundation (KHF) and its
implementing partner Institute
for Social Transformation (IST)
under its program of building
and strengthening women led
cooperative for improved market
women business and livelihood.
learner too in Kalerwe group
added that the counting lessons
have helped her in calculating her
business. “I am able to record in
my book how much I used to buy
the stock, how much I expect to get

after selling and how much sales I
make in a day, how many profits,
losses and debts I have made”, she
said.
Important to note, the adult
literacy classes in the different
markets are being conducted
by fellow market vendors who
were trained in facilitation skills
by experts. The intervention
emerged with support from Korea
Hope Foundation (KHF) and its
implementing partner Institute
for Social Transformation (IST)
under its program of building
and strengthening women led
cooperative for improved market
women business and livelihood.

“

Over 90 market
vendors have
benefitted
from the adult
learning program
and are set to
graduate in
March 2021
IST NEWSLETTER VOL.8
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PROMOTING INCLUSIVE, SAFE AND
VIOLENCE FREE MARKETS
SEE HOW MARKET LEADERS IN KAMPALA COMMITT TO ENDING VAW/ G!

In the past, men would
sexually harass female
customers but we were
trained by IST and we
now know that this is
unacceptable

T

This year IST with partnership support from UN Women
successfully trained A total of 125 market leaders from
four(4) markets of Nakawa, Ntinda, Kalerwe- Freedom and
Bivamuntuuyo markets and equipped them with skills in
responding to management of VAWG and strengthening effective
referral mechanisms in markets.
Market leaders received information on Violence and its causes and
effects on the different levels in society this led to Improving on their
Knowledge and understanding and as well as on the relevant legal
frameworks that promote the rights of women and girls.

What Market Leaders Say AboutVaw/G?

L

Leaders
acknowledge
that, VAW and sexual
harassment are common
problems that affect many
market vendors although in all
the four markets, the leadership
acknowledged that they had not
done much to address the problem.
“VAW is a very big problem in this
market. As a leader, I move around
this market a lot and most of the
time, I hear women talking about
their relationships and there were no
mechanisms for addressing violence
against women and most of their
conversations depict relationships
where there is a lot of violence”
“In this kind of work, we sometimes
have to sleep in the market so that
we are able to buy supplies at a
cheaper price since most of the
cheaper supplies are delivered at
night. Most of our husbands cannot
tolerate this and so they leave us force their waitresses to wear short customers so that the customers
for other women who are sexually and revealing clothes so that they can continue to return to their
available”. A market Woman said. can attract customers. They tell the restaurant”. Another participant
waitresses to be sexually available
“Some of the restaurant owners and allow to be touched by male
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Violence As A Common Problem
Within The Market Community

In all the 4 markets, the
leaders acknowledged that
VAW is a big problem that
affects many people within
the market and has far reaching
consequences to the market
community. They observed that
it is common to find market
vendors quarrelling amongst
themselves or failing to turn up
for work due to the violence that
they experience at home. Some
even shared examples of their
colleagues who they know to be
experiencing violence or who have
even died as a result of violence.
Despite this, the leadership of the

four markets acknowledged that
they had not been very keen to
address intimate partner violence
within the markets.
One leader of Freedom market said
that,
“Unfortunately, sometimes, these
bylaws do not protect of the
victim and targets them instead.
For example, in Nakawa market,
vendors are prohibited from ‘dressing
indecently’ as it is assumed that
when they are indecently dressed,
then they provoke men to sexually
harass them”.

“These girls are forced to wear very
short and revealing clothes in order to
appear attractive to male customers.
Most of these customers will be
attracted by the way these young
and beautiful girls are dressed. This
in turn helps the business owners to
attract more customers and make
more money. The girls cannot even
complain to their bosses when
they are harassedthe bosses rebuke
them and force them to accept to
be inappropriately touched by male
customers”. Another leader in the
market

STOP

VIOLENCE
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What leaders are doing?

O

ne leader of Freedom
market said that,

“ Un f o r t u n at ely,
sometimes, these bylaws do not
protect the victim and targets them
instead. For example, in Nakawa
market, vendors are prohibited from
‘dressing indecently’ as it is assumed
that when they are indecently
dressed, then they provoke men to
sexually harass them”.
“These girls are forced to wear very
short and revealing clothes in order to
appear attractive to male customers.
Most of these customers will be
attracted by the way these young
and beautiful girls are dressed. This
in turn helps the business owners to
attract more customers and make
more money. The girls cannot even
complain to their bosses when
they are harassedthe bosses rebuke
them and force them to accept to
be inappropriately touched by male
customers”. Another leader in the
market
The Inclusive, Safe and Violence
Free City Markets project arose
out of a study that IST conducted
within 7 Kampala Capital City
Authority markets coupled with
the experiences and lessons learnt
during the implementation of
different interventions targeting
market women in markets
of;Kalerwe, Nakawa, Ntinda New,
Bwaise, Kikoni and Kibuye. The
study that was titled Women’s
Access to Markets and the Nature
and Extent of GBV Experienced
by Market Women revealed that
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violence against women was a
serious problem with the markets
and that Young women/Girls in
the service department were more
vulnerable to violence against
women especially those who serve
food. Exploitation by corrupt/
unscrupulous
officials
who
demand sexual favors in exchange
for a market trading pitch and the
lack of well segregated physical
facilities such as toilets, and
child care facilities to meet the
needs of women with children
were found to be the challenges
market women and Girls face
in these markets. The study also
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revealed the absence of clear and
gender responsive market policies,
regulations to protect women from
violence against women including
sexual harassment. It is upon this
background that IST with support
from UN WOMEN was able to
implement activities aimed at
capacitating market stakeholders
in KCCA markets to strengthen
Prevention of VAW/G and
effective referral systems within
the market workplaces to make
them Conducive, safe and violence
free for women and Girls in these
markets.

OUR PARTNERS
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